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Varr Gaming USB Wired Mouse, Black (with 4 LED backlights),
Adjustable DPI (1200, 1600, 2000 or 3200dpi), 8 Button with Scroll
Wheel, Popular USB-A connection, Optical, Blister

Brand : Varr Product code: VGM0360

Product name : Gaming USB Wired Mouse, Black (with 4 LED
backlights), Adjustable DPI (1200, 1600, 2000 or 3200dpi), 8
Button with Scroll Wheel, Popular USB-A connection, Optical,
Blister

Gaming USB Wired Mouse, Black (with 4 LED backlights), Adjustable DPI (1200, 1600, 2000 or 3200dpi),
8 Button with Scroll Wheel, Popular USB-A connection, Optical, Blister

Varr Gaming USB Wired Mouse, Black (with 4 LED backlights), Adjustable DPI (1200, 1600, 2000 or
3200dpi), 8 Button with Scroll Wheel, Popular USB-A connection, Optical, Blister:

The Varr VGM0360 is a powerful corded mouse for enthusiasts. The special coating of the mouse
provides a secure grip and prevents your hand from sweating even in the toughest games.

THE HIGHEST PERFORMANCE
Varr VGM0360 can operate in four sensitivity modes - from 1200 to 3200 DPI. Selected value expressed
in the appropriate backlight colour: blue, pink, red, red, violet.

ERGONOMIC SHAPE
The contoured shape adapts well to the palm of the hand, making it comfortable to use even during
intensive work. The top coating ensures a secure grip and prevents sweating. The unique design fits well
with other gaming components of the computer.

Mouse

Purpose * Gaming
Device interface * USB Type-A
Movement detection technology * Optical
Scroll type * Wheel
Buttons quantity * 8
Movement resolution 3200 DPI
Customizable movement resolution
Number of movement resolution
modes 4

Acceleration (max) 15 G
Polling rate 250 Hz
Buttons durability (million clicks) 3

Design

Form factor * Right-hand
Ergonomic design

Design

Product colour * Black
Illumination
Illumination colour Blue, Pink, Purple, Red

Ergonomics

Cable length 1.7 m
USB output voltage 5 V

Power

Power source * Cable

Operational conditions

Operating temperature (T-T) 0 - 40 °C

Weight & dimensions

Width 81 mm
Depth 129 mm
Height 41.5 mm
Weight 138 g

Packaging data

Quantity * 1
Package type Box
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